
Connecting to the cloud...

Innovative, secure, and scalable.
Devices Tab

- Auto Discovery of all PCoIP devices on the network
- Organize devices by group or department for easy management
Groups Tab

- Easily add or manage each device group
- Schedule and Apply profiles to devices in group
- Auto Configuration for newly discovered devices
Before you can make a group you will need to create a profile first.

Sets the properties of the devices assigned to the profile.
Manage device power.
Send reset and power off commands to device groups
Schedule commands
Display status and schedules
- Upload new firmware images with detailed description to the console
- Update Firmware by groups
Update specific firmware versions to specific device groups
- You can have multiple firmware's in the console to support different needs
- Schedule updates
You can also set the devices to auto update in the device Profile settings.
Update Tab

- Update a whole group of devices to a new firmware
- Easily add or manage each group for updates
- Update Firmware by groups
- Upload and download database archive files from MC VM.
- Select if deployment is brokered by MC or a different connection broker.
Here you can view logs on any device on the network.
A detailed look at the logs on the device that you have selected.
EVGA’s New VMware®-Certified PCoIP® Zero Client for Cloud Computing.
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